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Motivated by the question whether quantum gravity can “smear out” the classical singularity we
analyze a certain quantum space and its quantum-mechanical completeness. Classical singularity
is understood as a geodesic incompleteness, while quantum completeness requires a unique unitary
time evolution for test fields propagating on an underlying background. Here the crucial point is
that quantum completeness renders the Hamiltonian (or spatial part of the wave operator) to be
essentially self-adjoint in order to generate a unique time evolution. We examine a model of quantum
space which consists of a noncommutative BTZ black hole probed by a test scalar field. We show
that the quantum gravity (noncommutative) effect is to enlarge the domain of BTZ parameters
for which the relevant wave operator is essentially self-adjoint. This means that the corresponding
quantum space is quantum complete for a larger range of BTZ parameters rendering the conclusion
that in the quantum space one observes the effect of “smearing out” the singularity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In general relativity (GR) it is often to encounter solutions with singularity, i.e. black holes. The presence of
singularity is equivalent to the statement that the corresponding metric is geodesically incomplete. Geodesics are
generalization of straight lines in curved space, and therefore describe the motion of the free falling test particles.
A more precise statement is the following: a spacetime is called geodesically complete if every maximal geodesic is
defined on an entire real line. If a spacetime is (time-like) geodesically incomplete, then the evolution of certain test
particles is not well defined after a finite proper time and is said to be singular [1].
There is a great hope that classical singularities could be “smeared out” when considering quantum theory (and
quantum gravity) [2–9]. There are examples of static spacetimes with time-like singularities where a quantum test
particle is completely well behaved for all time.
How can one formulate a condition in quantum theory which would determine whether or not a certain spacetime
is singular? One way is to look at the expectation value of certain “physical operators” and see whether they diverge
or not. Another way is to analyze under which condition is the evolution of any state uniquely defined for all time.
Such system is non-singular or quantum-mechanically complete. If this is not the case, then one looses predictability
and the system is said to be singular.
A simple example of a classically incomplete, but quantum-mechanically complete space is given by a non-
relativistic particle on a bounded interval. This system is classically singular because the associated “spacetime”
is geodesically incomplete. One can define the Hamiltonian H to be the Laplacian acting on a wave functions that
vanish smoothly at the boundary. This operator is symmetric, but not yet self-adjoint. There are many so-called
self-adjoint extensions (SAE) of this operator, where changing the boundary condition one enlarges the domain of
the operator rendering it self-adjoint. One of these extensions must be chosen in order to evolve quantum states.
This is analogous to a typical time-like singularity in GR, where one also has to chose the appropriate boundary
condition at the singularity. In both of these cases the evolution is not unique until some extra information is specified.
Another example is the classical motion on a half-line. This motion is classically complete at the end point if there
are no initial conditions such that the trajectory runs off to the end point in a finite time. The classical motion
is complete at the end point if the potential grows unbounded from above near the end point [10]. More precisely,
in quantum mechanics on a half line, a time-independent potential is called quantum mechanically complete, if the
associated Hamiltonian is essentially self-adjoint on the space of C∞0 (〈0,+∞〉)-functions of compact support on the
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2half-line with the origin excluded [10].
Hydrogen atom is a very good example of a singular classical theory which is nonsingular quantum-mechanically.
Since the Coulomb potential is bounded from above near the origin, the electron can reach the origin in a finite time,
therefore the classical motion of electron in the Coulomb potential is classically incomplete. However, when Coulomb
potential is probed by the quantum electron (via its bound state) it becomes quantum complete. In other words,
the classical singularity of the Coulomb potential is not reflected in any observable related to the bound-state electron.
What is the physical reason for the difference between classical and quantum completeness? The reason for this
difference is that these spacetimes produce an effective repulsive barrier which shields their classical singularity, so
that the quantum wave packets bounce off this barrier. From this viewpoint, geodesics correspond to the geometric
optics limit of finite waves. Only in this unphysical limit one can reach the singularity. There is a direct analog of
this in singular geometries.
Let us consider quantum mechanics of a free particle moving on an n+1 dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g).
Here the Hilbert space consists of square integrable functions on M, with a measure given by the proper volume
element dn+1x
√−g. The Hamiltonian is given by the Laplacian on the manifold. It is known that for Riemannian
manifolds (M, g) which are geodesically complete, the corresponding Laplacian is essentially self-adjoint(it has a
unique SAE [11]). This means that when a space is classically nonsingular, then it is also quantum mechanically
complete.
What happens when the metric is geodesically incomplete? Can we still have a unique self-adjoint Laplacian? The
answer is positive [12]. One can illustrate this by examining a spherical symmetric metric
ds2 = dr2 + f2(r)dΩn (1)
where dΩn is the standard metric on the n-sphere. The domain of Laplacian naturally consists of smooth functions
with compact support away from the origin. In order to see the self-adjoint property of the Laplacian it is sufficient
to consider the eigenvalue equation for the Laplacian with purely imaginary eigenvalues1, i.e.
∆nψ = ±iψ (2)
and show that there are no square integrable solutions [10]. Loosely speaking, the above equation will expose to
us all the domains in which the Laplacian is for sure not self-adjoint, since one of the most important properties of
self-adjoint operators is that they have real eigenvalues. Now, using the separation of variables ψ = R(r)Y (Ω) one
obtains the radial equation
R′′ +
nf ′
f
R′ − c
f2
R = ±iR (3)
where c ≥ 0 is an eigenvalue of the Laplacian on the n-sphere and prime is the derivative with respect to the radial
coordinate r. The self-adjointness is equivalent to the statement that for each c and each choice of the eigenvalue
±i , there are no square-integrable solutions near the origin. To see this, one can look only at the case c = 0, since
c > 0 only increases the divergence of the solution at the origin2 r = 0. If f(r) = rk near the origin, and the solution
is given by R(r) = rα (where α = 1 − nk) we see that there are no square-integrable solutions (with respect to the
measure dn+1x
√−g −→ rkndr) if
k ≥ 3
n
. (4)
therefore, we come to conclusion that any metric of the form (1) and f(r) = rk (k ≥ 3n ) near the origin is quantum-
mechanically nonsingular. We know that the metric (1) is geodesically incomplete unless k = 1, so we see that even
in this simple example we found a large class of classically singular geometries, which are quantum-mechanically
complete.
In [12] one can find various examples of geodesically incomplete static space-times, with time-like curvature
singularities, which are quantum mechanically complete. Their work stimulated a lot of research concerning
1 see Theorem X.2 in [10]
2 Note that the term ±iR(r) is negligible near the origin.
3classically incomplete but quantum-mechanically complete spacetime [13–15].
It is known that in static globally hyperbolic spacetimes one can construct a consistent quantum field theory
(QFT) [16]. This is due to the fact that in such spaces it is possible to define a consistent single-particle quantum
theory, and then each one-particle state is equal to the corresponding classical field, which enables the construction of
QFT. Furthermore, following the works of Wald [17] , the authors of [12] were able to show that the aforementioned
is possible even in certain spacetimes with time-like singularities. The key point was to prove that the problem of
defining the time-evolution of a Klein-Gordon (KG) field in an arbitrary static spacetime (with singularities) can be
reformulated as a problem of constructing SAE of the spatial part of the wave operator. In [18, 19] it was discussed
that for a general time-dependent spacetime the only adequate description is in terms of QFT. This required the
study of evolution of classical fields in a singular background so that the dynamical spacetime was treated as an
external background. In such a setting unitarity is no longer required and the notion of quantum completeness needs
to be appropriately reconsidered [19].
Another approach in dealing with the singularities is presented in [20]. In this paper the BTZ black hole
singularities and horizons are described in terms of AdS/CFT amplitudes, where the naive divergences associated
with the Milne type singularity is regulated by an iǫ prescription. Singularities can also be avoided in black hole
solutions coming from String theory using the so called fuzzball proposal [21].
In this paper we will examine a model of quantum space and its quantum completeness. For the model we will
use a noncommutative (NC) BTZ black hole [22–25]. The noncommutativity is inspired by the idea that general
relativity and Heisenbergs uncertainty principle together imply that the spacetime has a noncommutative structure
[26, 27]. In such NC spaces one abandons the idea of smooth manifolds and replaces the algebra of smooth functions
with some NC algebra for which it is possible to develop the whole differential calculus [28]. We will show that the
NC structure of spacetime will improve the quantum completeness with regards to the commutative case. Namely,
after one examines the KG equation in this NC setting we see that the main NC effect is to widen the range of
BTZ parameters for which the spatial part of the Laplacian is essentially self-adjoint, rendering unique time evolution.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we present the BTZ black hole and investigate the dynamics
of a test scalar field. After using von-Neumann’s method we find the criterion on BTZ parameters that lead to
a quantum complete spacetime. In section III we first sketch the NC setting from our previous papers [22–25],
and then proceed with the same analysis as in section II. We see that the range of BTZ parameters rendering the
quantum completeness is enlarged. Finally, we conclude with some final remarks and future perspectives in section IV.
II. BTZ BLACK HOLE AND THE PROPAGATION OF A SCALAR TEST FIELD
Probing black holes (BH) with scalar fields reveals important information about thermodynamical properties of
the system, such as black hole entropy and Hawking radiation [29–33]. In this approach BH geometry is an external
background on which scalar field is analyzed. There are potential problems with such analysis:
• behavior of the scalar field at the event horizon may not be well defined
• free energy may diverge due to infinite numbers of modes contributing to it near horizon [29]
• certain spacetimes are not globally hyperbolic and that leads to difficulties in predicting the field propagation
[17]
One possible solution is to impose suitable boundary conditions on the scalar field. For example, in the so called
“brick-wall” method one imposes that the scalar field vanishes near (on a finite distance from) horizon [29, 31].
This way one obtains a well defined free energy and entropy. The choice of boundary condition is not unique and
physical results often depend on this particular choice. It is relevant to classify all possible boundary conditions that
could lead to a unique well-defined scalar field propagation and to investigate how this choice effects the physical
quantities of interest. The study of all possible choices of boundary conditions and their consequences for the scalar
field propagation on BTZ black hole was reported in [34]. There they used the method of deficiency index due to von
Neumann [10]. They found that for certain range of the system parameters the evolution in not unique, i.e. the space
is quantum-mechanically incomplete. In that case there exists a one-parameter family of SAE of the corresponding
KG operator.
4A. Klein-Gordon equation on BTZ background
BTZ is a solution of (2+1)-dimensional Einstein equation with negative cosmological constant Λ = − 1l2 . The BTZ
black hole can be obtained by the discrete quotienting of the universal covering space of AdS3, which has a time-like
spatial infinity. This feature leads to the lack of global hyperbolicity for BTZ. In [17, 36] this issue was handled by
requiring that the solution of KG equation vanishes sufficiently rapidly at the spatial infinity.
The massive spinless BTZ black hole is described by the metric3 [35]
gµν =


r2
l2 −M 0 0
0 − 1
r2
l2
−M 0
0 0 −r2

 , (5)
where we have taken the angular momentum to be zero, i.e. J = 0 and l is related to the cosmological constant Λ as
l =
√
− 1Λ . The KG equation for a massless scalar field in the BTZ background is given by
φ =
1√
|g|∂µ
(√
|g|gµν∂νφ
)
= 0 (6)
After using separation of variables φ = e−iEteimϕR(r) we obtain the following radial equation4
r
(
M − r
2
l2
)
∂2R
∂r2
+
(
M − 3r
2
l2
)
∂R
∂r
+
(
m2
r
− E2 r
r2
l2 −M
)
R = 0, (7)
where m ∈ Z is the azimuthal quantum number. Now, the eq. (7) has an exact solution [36–38]. In order to see this,
we use the following substitution
z = 1− Ml
2
r2
, (8)
and re-express eq.(7) as
z(1− z)d
2R
dz2
+ (1− z)dR
dz
+
(
A
z
+B
)
R = 0, (9)
where the constants A and B are
A =
E2l2
4M
, B = −m
2
4M
. (10)
We see that the eq.(9) has regular singular points at z = 0, 1 and ∞, which means that around this points we can
find a solutions via Frobenious method. The general solution can be written as
R(z) = zαF (z) (11)
where we recognize that F (z) is the hypergeometric function satisfying
z(1− z)d
2F
dz2
+ [c− (1 + a+ b)z] dF
dz
− abF = 0. (12)
where
a = α+ i
√
−B, b = α− i
√
−B, c = 2α+ 1 (13)
and
α = i
√
A (14)
Various solutions for different boundary conditions have been found in the literature, i.e. normal modes [34, 37, 38],
quasi-normal modes [39, 40], self-adjoint extension issues [34], etc.
3 Here we use the coordinate system (t, r, φ), signature (+,−,−) and the natural system of units G = ~ = c = 1.
4 Here we have used the unique selfadjoint conditions for the angle part φ(ϕ) = φ(ϕ+ 2pi). It is important to stress that these boundary
conditions emerge by demanding that the solution is a single-valued function. It is easy to check, using the von Neumann criterion [10],
that the angular part of the operator in question is essentially self-adjoint with a unique SAE. This is the reason why in the later parts
of this work we will be always concentrated just on the radial part of the equations.
5B. Quantum completeness of the BTZ spacetime
In order to deal with the difficulties arising from the lack of global hyperbolicity [17], one demands that the
solution of (7) vanishes at spatial infinity. This solution can be then analytically continued to the horizon r = l
√
M
(or z = 0), where it diverges. In order to regulate this divergence, one usually introduces a “brick-wall” parameter ǫ,
and one requires that the function vanishes at z = ǫ. This boundary condition leads to a well posed problem, and
the corresponding thermodynamical quantities can then be evaluated [36] (but they depend on ǫ).
Now, in order to see if the BTZ spacetime is quantum complete, one has to investigate the self-adjointness of the
Hamiltonian in eq.(7) or (9). First let us rewrite (9) in the Sturm-Liouville form
d
dz
(
p(z)
dR
dz
)
+ q(z)R = −λw(z)R (15)
so that we identify
p(z) = z(1− z), q(z) = B, w(z) = 1
z
, λ = A (16)
We see that p(z), q(z) and w(z) are all continuous on the interval z ∈ [ǫ, 1] (i.e. r ∈
〈
l
√
M, ∞
〉
) and p(z) has a
continuous derivative. w(z) is usually called the weight or density function. Now the map
L[f ] = − 1
w(x)
(
d
dx
[
p(x)
df
dx
]
+ q(x)f
)
(17)
can be viewed as a linear operator mapping a function f to another function L[f ]. This operator when studied in the
context of functional analysis is examined through the eigenvalue equation5
L[f ] = λf (18)
and the Hilbert space L2 ([a, b], w(x)dx) with the scalar product
〈f, g〉 =
∫ b
a
f∗(x)g(x)w(x)dx (19)
In our case w(x) = 1x and [a, b] = [ǫ, 1]. The operator L is defined on sufficiently smooth functions which satisfy the
boundary condition
f(ǫ) = 0 = f(1) (20)
and are square-integrable on L2 ([a, b], w(x)dx). This way L gives rise to a symmetric operator satisfying
〈f, L[g]〉 = 〈L[f ], g〉 (21)
where we used the partial integration twice and the boundary condition6 (20). In order for
L to be a self-adjoint operator one also requires that the domain of L, that is D(L) ={
f ∈ L2 ([a, b], w(x)dx) |f(ǫ) = f(1) = 0 ∧ f, f ′ are continuous} is equal to the domain of its adjoint L†, i.e.
D(L) = D(L†).
In order to determine whether the symmetric operator L is essentially self-adjoint, or if it admits SAE it is enough
to investigate the square integrable solutions of the eigenvalue equations with purely imaginary eigenvalues. In doing
5 Which is equivalent to (15)
6 Actually this is true for a larger class of boundary conditions:
α1f(a) + α2f
′(a) = 0, α21 + α
2
2 > 0
β1f(b) + β2f
′(b) = 0, β21 + β
2
2 > 0
6so we will replace the energy E with imaginary unit i, i.e. λ(E) = A = E
2l2
4M −→ λ(±i) = (±i)
2l2
4M = − l
2
4M ≡ λ± and
consider the following eigenequation
L±[f±] = λ±f± (22)
This way we are searching for a possible domain in which L could have imaginary eigenvalues, that is we are searching
for domains on which L is definitely not self-adjoint, because a self-adjoint operator has only real eigenvalues. In
the theory of SAE developed by von Neumannn [10] one is interested in the number of linearly independent square
integrable solutions with eigenvalues +i and −i. These numbers, called deficiency indices (n+, n−) determine the
following:
1. if (n+, n−) = (0, 0), then L is essentially self-adjoint
2. if n+ = n− ≡ n, then L is not self-adjoint, but admits SAE, and the new domain on which it is self-adjoint is
given by
DSAE(L) = D(L)⊕ {f+ + Unf−} (23)
where f± are solutions of (22) and Un is n× n unitary matrix.
3. if n+ 6= n−, then L does not admits SAE
Now, consider (22) for +i case
L+[f+] = λ+f+ ⇐⇒ z(1− z)d
2f+
dz2
+ (1− z)df+
dz
+
λ+f+
z
+Bf+ = 0 (24)
The solution can be written as
f+(z) = z
αF (z) (25)
where F (z) satisfies the hypergeometric differential equation
z(1− z)d
2F
dz2
+ [c− (1 + a+ b)z] dF
dz
− abF = 0. (26)
where
a = α+ i
√
−B, b = α− i
√
−B, c = 2α+ 1 (27)
and
α = i
√
λ+ = − l
2
√
M
, B = −m
2
4M
(28)
Since c /∈ Z then there are two linearly independent solutions of (26) on the horizon z = ǫ, given by F (a, b, c; z) and
z1−cF (a+ 1− c, b+ 1− c, 2− c; z). So, the full solution is
f+(z) = C1z
αF (a, b, c; z) + C2z
−αF (a+ 1− c, b+ 1− c, 2− c; z) (29)
Now we are interested in the behavior for7 z −→ 0. Since we have F (..., z = 0) = 1, (29) reduces to
lim
z→0
f+(z) ∝ C1zα + C2z−α (30)
We are now interested in the situation where there are NO square integrable solutions8. So we are looking for a
condition on α such that limz→0 |f+(z)|2 is divergent more then z−1. Since α = − l2√M < 0, the second term in (30)
is regular and the divergence can come only from the first term, giving
lim
z→0
|f+(z)|2 ∝ z2α (31)
7 Notice that in the spatial infinity z = 1 the solution is regular and it is sufficient to establish the condition for the existance of non-square
integrable solutions just on the horizon z = 0.
8 Notice that the radial part of the measure
√−gd3x on the horizon is proportional to rdr ≈ dz. Also notice that since we are analyzing
the operator in the equation (7), that is (9) with the imaginary eigenvalue, the complete measure is given by
√−gd3x. If one analyzes
the operator L then one uses the measure w(z) = 1
z
, but the relation between the two operators and measures in questions is quite
obvious (multiplying/dividing with w(z)).
7Therefore, there will be NO square integrable solutions if
2α ≤ −1 (32)
which then gives a condition on the BTZ parameters
√
M ≤ l (33)
Analogously, one can prove that for the same condition (33) eigenvalue equation L−[f−] = λ−f− has no square
integrable solutions. Therefore we obtained for the deficiency indicies (n+, n−) = (0, 0) whenever (33) holds,
rendering the operator L essentially self-adjoint, so that the propagation of scalar field is uniquely defined for all
times and we conclude that the BTZ spacetime is quantum complete for the parameter range (33).
For the BTZ black hole with mass M and intrinsic angular momentum J , the study of self-adjoitness is analogous
to the derivation presented above and was also analyzed in [34], where the generalized version of the condition (33)
can be found. In case the condition (33) does not hold, there is a one-parameter family of SAE discussed in [34].
III. NC BTZ
Properties of spacetime at the Planck scale could be very different from what we observe nowadays and what is
predicted by GR. Namely, various models including string theory [41], loop quantum gravity [42], and NC geometry
[28], suggests that the spacetime might have a certain discrete structure at the quantum gravity scale. Combining
together GR and quantum uncertainty principle one can predict a very general class of NC spaces [26, 27, 43].
Interestingly, one particular Lie algebraic type of NC space, called κ-Minkowski space [44–46] is associated to a
variety of black holes at the Planck scale [47, 48].
A. Implementing noncommutativity through NC duality
In a previous set of works [22–25], the properties of NC (κ-Minkowski) scalar and fermion fields in the background
of a BTZ black hole[35] were investigated. It is established that probing a spinless BTZ black hole with a κ-Minkowski
scalar field is equivalent to probing a spinning BTZ black hole with a commutative scalar field [23]. The effective
spin of this dual BTZ black hole was obtained from the corresponding black hole entropy [23, 25], and it was shown
that it depends on the NC parameter. Moreover, it captures the backreaction of the NC scalar filed on the BTZ
spacetime.
In order to illustrate this NC duality we briefly review the results that were obtained previously. Namely, for the
massless NC scalar field in the BTZ black hole background with mass M and J = 0 is described by the wave equation
that can be symbolically written as
(g′ +O(a))Φ = 0. (34)
where
g′µν =

M −
r2
l2 0 0
0 1
r2
l2
−M 0
0 0 r2

 , (35)
and a = 1κ is the NC scale
9, g′ is the Klein-Gordon (KG) operator in the metric (35), and the second term O(a)
is a generic expression representing a whole set of corrections induced by the NC nature of spacetime. In [23] it was
9 κ-Minkowski algebra is defined by
[xˆi, xˆj ] = 0, [xˆ0, xˆi] =
i
κ
xˆi,
where the parameter κ is related to the Planck mass MPlanck or some effective quantum gravity scale.
8shown that (34) can be rewritten in the form
gΦ = 0, (36)
where g is the KG operator for the metric
10
gµν =


Md − r2l2 − (J
d)
2
4r2 0
−Jd
2
0 1
r2
l2
+ (J
d)2
4r2
−Md
0
−Jd
2 0 r
2

 , (37)
The different black hole parameters Md and Jd in this dual picture indicate that the black hole in the dual setting
acquired an angular momentum, i.e. J = 0→ Jd 6= 0. Noncommutativity enables the scalar particle to influence the
geometry in which it propagates, thus making the instance for the backreaction mechanism in this particular situation.
To determine the specific expression for Jd, we consider the entropy of the spinless BTZ black hole probed by the
NC scalar field [22]
SNC =
A0
4G
(
1− ΛNC
√
M
8πζ(2)
3lζ(3)
)
, (38)
where A0 = 2πl
√
M is the area of the spinless BTZ with mass M , and ΛNC = −aβ, where β is related to the choice
of the vacuum (realization/ordering11). Now since the NC KG equation (34) is identical to the KG equation in the
dual picture (36), we can postulate the equivalence of entropy
SNC = Sd (39)
where
Sd =
Ad
4G
, Ad = 2πr+, (40)
where Sd is the entropy of the dual BTZ black hole and
r+ =
l
√
Md√
2
√
1 +
√
1− (J
d)2
M2l2
, (41)
is the outer horizon of the dual BTZ black hole. Upon choosingMd =M equation (39) gives the following expression
for the induced black hole spin
(Jd(a))2 = ΛNC
64
3
π
ζ(2)
ζ(3)
lM5/2 +O(a2), (42)
Note that the duality makes sense if the condition
1− (J
d)2
M2l2
> 0 (43)
holds, which leads to an upper bound on NC scale ΛNC
ΛNC <
l
c
√
M
, c =
64π
3
ζ(2)
ζ(3)
. (44)
For any macroscopic black hole, eqn. (44) easily fulfills the condition that ΛNC ≈ 1MPlanck . Moreover, it allows for
the limit a→ 0, when we recover the commutative results.
10 Now there exist an outer and inner radius, r+ and r− defined by
Md =
r2+ + r
2
−
l2
, Jd =
2r+r−
l
.
11 For more details we refer the reader to [49–51].
9B. Quantum completeness of the NC BTZ spacetime
Now, we look at the NC KG equation (34), where, as it was explained in the previous subsection, we only need to
examine the KG equation (36) in the background of a BTZ black hole with spin J(ΛNC) defined by (42). Therefore,
the radial part of the NC KG equation, after using the separation of variables Φ = R(r)e−iEteimϕ, and change of
variables z =
r2−r2+
r2−r2
−
, is given by
z(1− z)d
2R
dz2
+ (1− z)dR
dz
+
(
A
z
+B
)
R = 0, (45)
where
A =
l4
4(r2+ − r2−)2
(
Er+ − m
l
r−
)2
B =
−l4
4(r2+ − r2−)2
(
Er− − m
l
r+
)2 (46)
The general solution of (45) can be written as
R(z) = zαF (z) (47)
where F (z) satisfies the hypergeometric equation
z(1− z)d
2F
dz2
+ [c− (1 + a+ b)z] dF
dz
− abF = 0. (48)
and
a = α+ i
√
−B, b = α− i
√
−B, c = 2α+ 1 (49)
and
α = i
√
A. (50)
In the neighborhood of the outer horizon r+, that is z = 0, we have two linearly independent solutions
R(z) = C1z
αF (a, b, c; z) + C2z
−αF (a+ 1− c, b+ 1− c, 2− c; z) (51)
Now, the crucial part in our analysis, just like it was illustrated in the previous section, is that we are interested in
self-adjoint properties of an operator stemming from (45) when E → ±i. In other words, we want to investigate under
which condition the equation (45) has NO square integrable solutions for the purely imaginary eigenvalues. Repeating
the same procedure as in the previous section, we get that the leading term of interest is
lim
z→0
|R(z)|2 ∝ z2ℜ(α) (52)
and this term has to be more divergent than z−1 giving us the following condition12
ℜ(α) ≤ −1
2
, (53)
where ℜ(α) stands for the real part of α. When the condition (53) is fulfilled, the operator in (34) is essentially self-
adjoint and this ensures the unique time evolution for the scalar field in our NC setting. Let us evaluate the condition
12 This condition (53) was also found in [34], and when this condition holds, the operator in (36) is essentially self-adjoint, rendering the
unique time evolution of a scalar field in the BTZ black hole background with intrinsic spin. When the condition is not fulfilled, there
is an one-parameter SAE [34].
10
(53) for the physical parameters in the NC setting. Using (53), (42), definitions of r±, and α = i
√
A(E → i), we
obtain
√
M ≤ l
(
1 + ΛNC
ζ(2)
ζ(3)
56π
3
)
(54)
Comparing with (33) we see that the upper bound on the range of the BTZ parameters is enlarged, that is non-
commutativity “smeared out” the singularity by allowing quantum completeness for a wider range of BTZ parameters.
Let as examine now the condition (44) and take the value ΛNC ∝ lc√M as the upper bound for the NC scale. Then
by comparing the two conditions (54) and (44) one can get
√
M < 1.56l (55)
where one witnesses an estimate of 56 percent improvement by NC effects. This of course has to be taken with a
“grain of salt” since the NC scale ΛNC can be in principle much lower then the condition (44) suggests.
IV. FINAL REMARKS
Intuitively, a spacetime singularity is a “place” where the curvature “blows up” or other “pathological behavior”
of the metric takes place [52]. The difficulty in making this notion into a satisfactory one is why some words in the
previous sentence are left in quotes. Criterion in which the “blowing up” of curvature is defined as an singularity will
not include manifold with the so called conical singularity. One can then go toward to the criterion such as geodesic
completeness which will detect the “holes” of the manifold more successfully, but still there will be a lot of physical
situation that will remain geodesically incomplete [53].
One of these examples is also the spinless BTZ black hole solution [35], where there is a conical singularity for
r = 0 that is shielded by the horizon. Unless the spin J in not equal to zero, this spacetime is time-like geodesically
incomplete [54, 55]. One can then examine the case of quantum-mechanical completeness in which one is concerned
with the uniqueness of the time evolution of test fields. Notice that the quantum completeness depends on the choice
of the test field (scalar, fermion, vector, etc.). This is evident from the fact that the effective potential (namely the
centrifugal barrier) changes depending on the type of the probe. In [59, 60] one can see an explicit example in which
a singularity can be cured for fermionic probe, but not for the scalar probe. For the case of BTZ spacetime, scalar
field is regular at the origin, but we have a problem that it diverges at the horizon. This divergence is due to an
infinite redshift and can not be “transformed away” by a coordinate transformation since the scalar field is a scalar
(same value in all coordinate systems). Therefore one uses the brick wall method [29, 31] and examines the dynamics
of the field in region 〈r+,∞〉. Considering just the interval 〈r+,∞〉 is equivalent to restricting yourself to the outside
region of the BTZ black hole, and strictly speaking when considering just this bounded region, this spacetime is
geodesically incomplete13. However, with the condition (33) we see that the spacetime is indeed quantum complete
and the evolution of the scalar test field is uniquely defined for all times. We have seen that this situation only
gets improved once we introduce NC effects (see equation (54)). One has to stress that considering the BTZ space
time just on the bounded region 〈r+,∞〉 is sufficient to explain/derive Hawking radiation, temperature, entropy, etc.
[56, 57].
The study of stability of the nakedly singular negative mass Schwarzschild solution against gravitational pertur-
bations was done in [58]. There the authors used SAE to find a precise criterion for the stability dependance on the
boundary conditions. For the BTZ solutions the analogous was done in [59], where by studying the negative mass
parameter they obtained the naked singularity and investigated the quantum completeness. The naked singularity is
cured and the space is quantum complete when probed by the test fields. We plan to extend some of these ideas in
the NC formalism for the scalar and fermion fields [23, 25].
Semi-classical backreaction was examined in the recent papers [61, 62] where it was shown that the backreaction
dresses the naked singularity with an event horizon. It would be interesting to see whether these results still hold in
13 In the same sense as were the various examples from the Introduction.
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the NC setting.
In recent papers [63, 64] the consequences of the noncommutativity of the zero mode sector in toroidal compacti-
fication of closed string theory was investigated. From this view point, the zero mode space can be considered as a
phase space. It seams that such field theories may not be defined in the UV, but rather in terms of selfdual fixed
points. It would be interesting to further investigate this new type of noncommutativity and its implication to the
possible new black hole solutions and its singularity structure.
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